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*T The BG News
Tuesday. December 10. 1991

Briefly
Inside
Juggling student:

Student juggler Jim Cannon is taking his talents on
the road during Christmas
break.
► See story page five.

Lady Falcons place:

Women's basketball team
finishes second in Clearly
Canadian Gassic this weekend.
► See story page eight.

Campus
Candlelight service:

The First United Methodist Church will have its annual student candlelight
service 7:30 p.m. Dec. 15.
The service is open to the
general public. The church
is located at 1506 E. Wooster
St.
Writers forum:
The 1991 Writer's Forum
is scheduled 7 to 9 p.m.
Wednesday at 111 South
Hall. The forum will feature
fiction, drama, music and
poetry. It is free and open to
the public.

Local
Jury selection:

Jury selection for the agSravated murder trial of
ohn P. and John W. Sanford began 9 a.m. Monday,
with opening statements
expected to begin today.
Attorneys on both sides
Iuestioned jurors about
leir feelings on justifiable
homocide, drug trafficking,
gun ownership and plea
bargaining, and photos of
graphic violence.
The trial involves the alleged 1989 killing of a Detroit man by John W. Sanford and his nephew, John
P. Sanford. The two were
arrested June 22 after John
P. Sanford was stopped by
police for parking in a handicapped space at a Detroit
mall. Attorneys warned the
case might require a long
trial.

Nation
Actors dead wrong:

OKLAHOMA CITY — A
director was wounded Sunday during a matinee performance of "Dead Wrong"
when a handgun used as a
prop fired a real bullet, accidentally shooting him
through the armpit.
Kenneth Benton was
listed in good condition at
Baptist Medical Center.
The script called for an
actor to shoot at a mirror.
The bullet then went
through the set wall and hit
Benton, who was offstage.
Benton and the actor firing
the gun said they believed
the .38-caliber handgun contained only blanks.

Lottery
Lottery picks:

CLEVELAND — Here are
Monday's selections:
Pick 3Numbers: 3*3
Pick 4 Numbers: 5-2-8-0
Cards: Ten of Hearts
Five of Clubs
Nine of Diamonds
Three of Spades
The Super Lotto jackpot is
$12 million.

Weather
Mostly sunny:

Tuesday, mostly sunny.
High in the mid-40s. Winds
southwest 10 to 15 mph.
Tuesday night, mostly
clear. Low m the mid-30s.

BOWLING GREEN, OHIO
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Condom
bill OK'd
byUSG
byKlrkPaveUch
student government reporter

Undergraduate Student
Government voted Monday to
approve a bill which calls for the
installation of condom machines
in University residence hall restrooms for a trial period of one
semester.
USG's decision to support the
bill comes just two days after
Graduate Student Senate's passage of a similar condom bill calling for the inclusion of condoms
in established University vending
machines.
The USG bill was approved by a
General Assembly vote of 23 for,
four opposed with two abstentions.
The USG version of the legislation advocates the installation of
condom machines in the restrooms of at least one male, one
female and one co-ed residence
hall for the duration of at least
one semester. After the trial
period, the effectiveness of the
plan will be reviewed by USG in
conjunction with GSS and Student
Affairs.
There are "approximately one
dozen" University students currently infected with the HIV
virus, according to Dr. Joshua
Kaplan, director of student health
services. Senator John Babel said
the safety of the students has to
be considered now, before the reported number of HIV cases in
the area grows any higher.
"The bottom line is that it's
time for the University to pull
their head out of the sand and get
out of the 1950s because we're in
the 1990s," Babel said.
Mary Edmonds, vice president
of student affairs, and the University administration were opposed to a similar USG condom
bill last year. At the time, they
cited the high chance of vandalD See USG, page five.
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Painting The Time Away
Working on a painting for her watercolor class, junior graphic design major Kim Hardy spends time in the second floor lounge of

Quayle speaks in Toledo
TOLEDO, Ohio lAP) - Vice
President Dan Quayle on Monday urged volunteers at a shelter for the homeless to keep
working for those struggling
through tough economic times.
"This is an all-volunteer
army, not to defend America
but to feed America," Quayle
said. "And what a tremendous
job you're doing."
Quayle spoke to members of
the Maumee Valley Harvest, a
non-profit group that feeds the
hungry. The group collects food
from restaurants and catering
halls, and delivers it to homeleas shelters and soup kitchens.
Maumee Valley Harvest is

one of dozens of chapters of
USA Harvest, based in Louisville, Ky.
About 100 people crowded into
a room at St. Paul's Community
Center to hear Quayle. Most
were members of Maumee Valley Harvest.
Outside St. Paul's, about 20
homeless people protested
Quayle's visit. One man who
shouted obscenities at him was
taken into custody.
Quayle told the crowd the
group is especially needed now.
"You're doing great work on
behalf of all the people who
need a decent meal,' he said.
People who spent the night at

the center had been told to
leave by 6:30 a.m. because of
the vice president's visit. They
were allowed back in after
Quayle left.
But during his tour of the
center, Quayle met one homeless man who had stayed.
"How's the food been,"
Quayle asked Jeffrey Slebenaller, a 42-year-old man who said
he has been without a home for
six months.
"Good," Siebenaller said.
They didn't talk about anything else.
"Iwas sort of in shock," Siebenaller said.
Q See QUAYLE, page five.

the Student Services Building Monday afternoon. Hardy said she
was working in the lounge because she is an off-campus student
and the lounge is a convenient place for her to work between
classes.

Anderson planning on
returning home soon
WIESBADEN, Germany (AP) — After feeling joy and bewilderment during his first days of freedom, former hostage Terry Anderson
said Monday he's ready to return to the United States.
"I'm getting ready, I'm coming back real good," said Anderson, the
Associated Press chief Middle East correspondent who was the last
American held hostage in Lebanon.
But he is going home Tuesday with an unfulfilled wish: the return of
the remains of CIA agent William Buckley and Marine l.t. Col. William Higgins, two Americans who died in captivity.
"Certainly their families deserve that much." Anderson said in a
telephone call to AP Network News in Washington. Buckley was kidnapped in 1984; Higgins was abducted in 1988.
At sunset, three dozen American children sang Christmas carols
outside the U.S. military hospital where Anderson has been recuperating. The concert by the children of American servicemen and women
was a moving moment for Anderson, who spent six Christmases as a
captive of Stuite Muslim extremists.
See ANDERSON, page five.

Parking shortage aggravates many
Tired faculty,
students seek
fair solution
by Eileen McNamara
general assignment reponer
► See related story page six.
Editor's note: This is the first
in a two-part series on parking at
the University.
► Every day Bill Duncan, a
21-year-old freshman commuter
student, attempts to find a legal
place to park.
He was issued an on-campus
freshman permit and a permit to
park in lot 1, but the small area is
usually full by early morning.
After an early morning search, More than a dozen car owners were forced to park in the grass near
he usually ends up parking in find 'conventional' parking spaces.
either lot 6 or 19, the freshman city lot and lugging a videocasse- versity's parking system is a
and on-campus lots located near tte recorder and video equipment complex task. Most campus lots
Doyt Perry football field.
from downtown to West Hall for are designated for either facul+■ Laurence Jankowski, journal- use in his class.
ty/staff, on-campus students, or
ism professor, tried and failed
commuter students.
recently to find an open parking
Students, faculty and adminspot in any faculty/staff lot after
Parking has always been an is- istrators say they are fed up with
an hour search. This wasn't the sue, but this year the complaints a parking system they believe
first time, either. Jankowski re- seem to be louder than usual.
exhibits inconsistency, poor
sorted to parking in a downtown
Even understanding the Uni- planning and a lack of plain

The BG Newi/J.y Murdock

commuter lot 5 earlier this semester because they were unable to

common sense.
has, there are problems with the
"I'm tired of the cheap excuse system, Jankowski said.
that seems to come from the
leadership of this University that
"I have no problem with walkstates 'There is no parking prob- ing five or six blocks from a parklem, there is a walking prob- ing space," he said. "But to walk
lem,'" Jankowski said.
a mile and a half? That's ridiculous."
When a tenured employee of
See PARKING, page six.
the University faces the hassle he
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On campus condoms...
If at first you don't succeed, try,
try again.
That s the adage Undergraduate
Student Government and Graduate
Student Government have adopted
concerning the availability of condoms
vis-a-vis vending machines in the residence halls. GSSapproved a bill Friday
which would make condoms available
in vending machine areas of a male, a
female and a co-ed residence hall for a
trial basis. Likewise, USG last night
approved a similar bill calling for a test
trial of condom machines in restrooms
of various residence halls.
Both bills are quite similar in substance and content to a measure introduced by USG last year, which also
called for the installation of condom
machines in residence halls at the University.
Unfortunately for last year's USG
bill, it met its match in Vice President
of Student Affairs Mary Edmonds.
Edmonds shot down the bill, noting a
low rate of use by students and a high
rate of vandalism at other universities.
"The history at other campuses is
that [the condom dispensers] are not
used much and the vandalism is indescribable. It would be a costly waste,"
Edmonds told The BG News last year.
However, the need for the dispensers
has entered a new era since last year.
The reality of AIDS has not changed —
it is still the same deadly plague that it
was before. But the realization of AIDS
isdifferent. With the revelation of Magic Johnson's infection, students will

hopefully come to see how prevalent
and great the threat of AIDS is.
If students do come to this conclusion, they deserve the chance to have
easy access to condoms. According to
Dr. Joshua Kaplan, director of Student
Health Services, studies have shown
more than 80 percent of college students are sexually active, but only a
small percent uses condoms.
"Anything less than 100 percent use
is unacceptable," Kaplan said last
year. "Reasons might be that the person intended to, but they were not
available, or the [situation] was spontaneous and a condom was not accessible, or that the situation of buying condoms is embarassing to the person.
"I believe students would use condoms if they were available 24 hours a
day in vending machines in residence
halls."
We do too.
It is undeniable that condoms are
readily available at the Student Health
Center and at drugstores. Likewise,
conscientious students should have
condoms available for such contingencies. But not all students are conscientious. And many of us are lazy or shortsighted. Should character flaws be justification for punishment?
Because that is what denying condom dipensers on campus is — punishment. Condom machines are easy
targets for vandals and drunks in the
dorms, granted. But they are also perhaps the last line of defense for many
students "caught up in the moment."

A generation without a soul
in a country without a vision
GUEST COLUMN

Rob Routzahn
Junior
Political Science
Over the course of this semester, I have been continually
amazed at the rhetoric coming
form the conservative right. One
example is James Walters' bashing of The BG News columnist
John Bernard. Mr. Walters chose
to take Mr. Bernard at issue over
the Persian Gulf War. Give me a
break! I would love to hear the
conservative right on this campus address some real issues, like
poverty, bigotry and AIDS.
I had the occasion to be in a
class with Mr. Bernard last
spring. While we often disagreed
over many issues in the class, his
insightful comments revealed to
me a person with strong, wellmeaning beliefs. I admire Mr.
Bernard's convictions, even
though I do not share all of them.
When I read comments like Mr.
Walters', I am truly appalled a
University student would make
such ill-informed statements in
public. I also know Mr. Walters,
and while his comments may
anger me, in all fairness, I must
say he is not entirely to blame for
his lack of vision.
We are a generation that lacks
vision. We lack the courage of our
convictions; but even worse, I'm
not too sure we have any convic-

tions. We see our rights routinely
trampled by a University administration which only cares about
their careers and not the students
they are supposed to serve, and
we do nothing. We see our property taken away and our rights
violated by a city that wishes we
weren't even here, and we had a
mere 40 percent of registered
student voters even bother to cast
a ballot on Election Day.
We listen to the repulsive bigotry for the right wing in America
(Willie Horton and David Duke)
and we are terribly close to giving our consent to allowing the
greeks at this University to tear
themselves apart along racial
lines.
What is our nation all about,
anyway? Are we a people committed only to the narrow pursuits of our own lives, while giving little or no regard to those
who are less fortunate. Are we so
calloused as a people that we
have given up on the vision of our
forefathers? I hope not, but I am
afraid. After 12 years of conservatism, I fear our generation has
grown up without a soul. We are
only too willing to yield to
whatever authority figure with
barely a word. After three years
at the University, I've seen too
much to believe otherwise. Before he died, Abbie Hoffman said
our generation didn't give a damn
about much of anything. At times
his cynical statement rings like
truth; however, most of the time I
i care too much about our genera-

fHE BG NEWS STAFF

Choosing the proper green:
Saving a few dollars versus saving the environment
MICHAEL
MARTONE

Hey you! You with the eggs'.
Would you go poke those eggs
with your fork for a bit, if it would
A few weeks ago, I saw an arti- immediately patch the hole in the
cle in The BG News which ozone layer?
praised local supermarket
owners for promoting plastic bag
See? Well, yeah, I lied to him.
use over paper sacks. The mer- But that's not the point. The point
chants were praised for their en- is this: if it was possible to acvironmentalism, because using complish something good with no
plastic instead of paper would negative side effects, it would
already be happening. If it was as
help us preserve the forests.
easy to recycle as to not recycle,
What the hell is going on? When then everything that COULD be
I was a child in elementary school recycled WOULD. This is not the
I recall being brainwashed to tell case; every sign you see promotour moms to use paper bags in- ing recycling proves this yet
stead of plastic ones, because us- again. You say you're in favor of
ing plastic bags required deplet- recycling because it's necessary
ing finite oil reserves whereas to preserve our environment? All
paper sacks were recyclable. It's right, would you carry my can to
a hard choice to make in this cold the other side of the room for me?
world we live in to trade off one No problem? OK, would you
resource for another - so when carry the bin 30 miles to the recyzealots bandy the word 'environ- cling plant? No, but you'd drive
mentalism' around as if it meant it? But think of all those fossil
something, remember all you can fuels you'd waste!
ever do is determine your prioriFor each individual there is a
ties, and then live by them.
threshold of effort which he or she
Which is better - to get wood is not willing to cross merely for
from the Brazilian rain forest and the satisfaction of 'doing good.'
exterminate the local ecology, or Judging by the amount of recyto get wood from the Pacific clable material I see in garbage
Northwest and exterminate the cans WHEN RECYCLING BINS
local ecology (goodbye, spotted ARE RIGHT NEXT TO THEM, I
owl), or to use synthetic substan- would say that threshold is pretty
ces — which might be inferior or low.
But that doesn't mean we can't
dangerous but are definitely
more expensive — or to use noth- raise it, if we choose.
ing? Do you believe your stanThe choice is this: How much of
dard of living is more important
than the ecology? No? Then why your freedom are you willing to
did you buy a CD last week in- vote away to be chained to a betstead of mailing a donation to ter world? My answer: some, if I
choose the chains MYSELF.
Greenpeace?
The truth is we all value ourselves more highly than our enviYou can continue to make it
ronment. This isn't 'evil' - if we less painful to recycle by making
didn't, we'd starve within days as bins of all sorts available all over
we continued to hand our daily campus. But there are diminish-

tion to give in to this.
We are standing at a crossroads as a generation and as a nation. We can follow George Bush
and the conservative right wing
down the roads of bigotry and
poverty, or we can forge a new
destiny for ourselves and our nation. We are living in troubled
times — no doubt about it. At
stake in how we choose to deal
with our problems is our children's future. Do we want our
children to grow up in a bigoted
environment, unable to understand people of other cultures and
backgrounds? The renewed move
toward separatism, the poison of
Farrakhan and Duke, would have
our children grow up in fear and
loathing of each other. They deserve better.
As a student on this campus, I
have hope that we can overcome.
I have hope that we can do away
with the poisonous rhetoric of the
past 12 years that threatens to
tear our nation apart. Most of all,
I have hope that, while keeping a
careful eye on the lessons of the
l.elier.s to Hie Editor
past, our generation will build a
new society that will be the best
possible environment for our
children to grow up in. The path is
a difficult one. The temptations to
take the easy way out, to claim
that we can't work together, will
be plentiful. It requires bravery
and the strength of our conviction
The BG News:
to say and do the right thing. Most
I am writing to congratulate
of all, our collective destiny de- Mr.
James Walters on writing a
pends upon regaining the vison column
worth reading. I am tired
we seem to have lost.
of opening The BG News and seeing a picture of John Bernard and
his consistently anti-Bush columns.

Walters - a breath
of counterpoint
and fresh thought
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bread to those more needy than
we are.
It is also the truth that almost
everyone alive would be willing to
undergo a little pain in exchange
for a very large gain for society.
Let me demonstrate:

Wild

I am intelligent enough to realize that George Bush is not perfect, just as no one else is, and I
don't necessarily agree with everything he has done. But I am
also intelligent enough to realize
that all of the world's problems
are not due to President Bush.

ing returns; I believe (at least on
campus) as many bins exist as
would be of any use. That means
further progress would have to be
made by making it more painful
to not recycle.
"Return for Deposit" cans are
nothing new - they've been prevalent in New England, New York
and Michigan for years. Offering
money as a reward to recycle is
much more effective than merely
offering the joy of aiding mankind - and the pain of losing your
deposit is more painful than seeing a bottle on the street.
Perfection is still not attained many bottles and cans still litter
the streets, for a lot of people are
probably not willing to scrounge
on their hands and knees for 10
cents. That's where the trade-offs
come into play.
Do we make people pay a quarter for the right to borrow a bottle's worth of glass from society?
How about one dollar for a magazine's worth of paper? Of course,
this would slow down the economy by making it necessary for
businesses to choose less efficient
materials to maximize their
profits. Are you willing to taste
pain for future fruits? To a degree. I am.
It's almost impossible to force
somebody to do something they
don't want to. If you want to
change the world, you have to
find ways to change people's
priorities. But make sure that
whenever somebody tries to
change YOUR priorities, ask
them what you are being asked to
sacrifice - and never let someone
try to destroy a behavior without
asking them what they expect to
replace it with, and how. And
then make sure they're willing to
place the yoke upon their own
shoulders.
Mike Martone is a columnist
for The BG News who could really use a cookie and a nap.

today as a nation. What do you
think, Mr. Walters? Does "Bernard in '92" sound good?

It is about time that The BG
News begins to voice the opinions
of those of us who will continue to
allow for the non-liberal views of
Bowling Green students to be exIf Mr. Bernard is a flawless Sressed by columnists like Mr.
human being — which I highly ames Walters.
doubt — maybe he should run for
president in 1992. By the looks of Shawn Simmons
his column, he must have a solu- Junior
tion to all of the problems we face Business

"By persistently remaining single, a man converts himself into a permanent public temptation."
^
"Divorces are made In heaven."
"One can always recognize women who trust
their husbands — they look so thoroughly unhappy"
Oscar Wilde (1856-1900)
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Some cops may need to police themselves
The original charge for obstructing official business was
dismissed because a person
need only give an investigating
officer his/her name and address, not Social Security
number. As a substitute for
this charge, the prosecutor
first used the infamous Catchall violation disorderly conduct
(disorderly conduct in the opinions of many University students means being charged for
questioning authority, even if
we are inquiring about our
rights). I refused to plead
guilty to the lesser charge in
exchange for having the original charges dropped. Then the
Erosecution dug up a law that
: actually on the books in
Bowling Green — moving a bicycle without a light at night.
How many students have headlights and taillights on their
bikes? Has any student ever
been arrested for such a
crime?
The absurd part of this story
is Sgt. Conner told the court he
would like to refile the obstructing official business
charge. The BG News,
however, neglected to state
this refiled charge is for a
completely different incident.
Set. Conner now wants to complain about a situation that
happened at Taco Bell. In this
incident, I noticed the sergeant
harassing another student

Cpl. John Shumaker's police
report. It is easy to see an oppressive hierarchy of power
exists. The perceptions of
police are viewed as truth,
while the voice of the students
is presumed inaccurate, emotional and thoughtless. Sgt.
Conner presuming the bike I
had on Sept. 8 was stolen is a
presumptuous invasion, especially when Sgt. Conner walked
me from my house with the
bike in hand. I even asked Sgt.
Conner to check with the people at the house for bike identification and permission. He refused.
The fact Sgt. Conner confiscated the bike based on his
presumption suggests police
officials can do what they
want. The bike, to this day, is
still being held by the Bowling
Green Police Division. The
powers that be say the bike —
an old Junker Free Spirit —
really belongs to an officer's
wife and was stolen six years
ago. This fabrication reflects
an attitude which is a general
trend in Bowling Green. Lastly, the fact that T was handcuffed and arrested for my refusal
to give my Social Security
numbei shows that generally
Colice officials can and do act
arshly when thev don't
receive passive submissive
behavior in whom they encounter.

GUEST COLUMN

Scottie Mictuells
Progresalve Student
Organization
Here in Bowling Green —
where the rights of the students
are continually violated by
police — it is crucial the reporters at The BG News keep
the facts straight. I am writing
in response to Chris Hawley's
Nov. 21 article "State dismisses charges in bicycle-moving
case."
The correct story wern like
this: On Sept. 8. Sgt. Brad Conner stopped me for "moving" a
bike at night, then arrested and
handcuffed me for obstructing
official business and failure to
register a bike. In The BG
News article, Hawley incorrectly wrote I was initially
charged with moving a bicyle
without a light In fact, an obstruction charge was filed because I refused to give my
social security number as a
form of identification, and I
questioned the validity and Intent of Sgt. Conner's demands.
The obstruction charge was
never mentioned in the article.
This fact is important, since it
shows police are fundamentally biased against students.
Review the recent protesting
over the alleged falsification of

All readers are encouraged to
express their views through letters to the editor and guest columns. Letters to the editor are
generally 200-300 words in length.
All letters must be signed and include a telephone number, address or OCMB, class rank or occupation, major and hometown.
Telephone numbers and addresses are for verification purposes only, and will not be published unless otherwise specified.
The News reserves the right to
edit any and all submitted works
for clarity's and brevity's sake.
Please address all submissions
to:
The Editorial Editor
The BG News
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Give

another birthday
Give blood '

210 West Hall

I was reared with the notion
Fiolice officers were our
nends, they are here to
protect us. It is obvious to me
and other victims of police
harassment this is not the reality in Bowling Green. Some, if
not most police officer- in BG,
have negative attitudes about
students. Officers who flex
their authority to manipulate
students in the name of power
arenot our friends.

GUEST COLUMN

Russ Kahler
Junior
Political Science
I write this letter in response to
James Walters' feeble attempt to
recap the political arena of the
day in his Nov. 26 column "The
GOP Juggernaut returneth." As
a member of the "apathetic" student class, as well as the source
of all known evil in the world today (THOSE DARNED LIBERALS), I feel it only necessary
to portray the "good name" of
George Bush and the rest of Mr.
Walters' conservative heroes in a
somewhat realistic lieht.

cies of these two men actually
are. If Duke were not a former
grand wizard of the Ku Klux
Klan, his ideas on welfare reform, abortion rights and affirmative action would fit perfectly
into the mainstream of the Refiublican Party, which, over the
ast 13 years of White House control, has used these very same
ideals to erode the basic guarantees of freedom and equality
for all citizens, regardless of
race, color, creed, or sex.

It's not that I find anything appealing about Mr. Duke (I abhor
what he stands for), rather I have
a sincere fear that what Mr. Walters stated about "levels of understanding (the Democrats)
have about national politics" is
actually true for most mainstream citizens who see PresiFirst, let's begin here in good dent Bush as the best man for the
A few end notes: if you ever
old Bowling Green — or should I job strictly because we "kicked
witness anything that resemsay with the good old boys here in some tail in the Persian Gulf."
bles police harassment, stick
Bowling Green. Wes Hoffman
around. Your testimony might
may have had the largest resume My fears are furthered every
serve well — it did with my
of any of the mayoral candidates, time I open a paper and read
case. To all students of BGSU,
but nowhere in that large collec- about how the president is unable
Ky the minimal $3 to Student
tion of file stuffing do I see any to deal with the problem of the
gal Services for excellent,
shred of personal initiative on be- economy. One of Bush's reasonprofessional representation in
half of student concerns in the ings is the economy "really isn't
court. In this town, you'll need
past; why should we be so sure that bad"; perhaps Mr. Bush
it!!
Today, my friend's bike is
that now that Wes is BG's big should ask any one of the 400,000
cheese, this will change (al- or so people that have recently
still being held by the Bowling
though I suppose it's possible that exhausted their unemployment
Green Police Division. Free
Wes could nave had a conversion benefits just how bad the econthe Free Spirit!!
— I hear that it's a growing trend omy is. Another Bush excuse is
among Republican politicians "the Democrats won't cooperate
on the issue of the economy ; this
by Jim these days)?
Democratic inaction on the part
On the national scene, two of the economy was surely the
X K*d «*<f funefc i He -Kid me tfctre
names have dominated the politi- reason why 82 Republican conbrenk wiik pet*
•»*** $«*«* k."d»
cal scene this fall: Walters scored gresspeople recently sent Mr.
»►» Kij f*w\;t>ft«i»»4; a pretty obvious hit when he re- Bush a letter telling him to "get
+»<Uyminded us of the "self- his rear in gear" and start dealM <*•* *««*»!»• r
proclaimed" Republican for Lou- ing with the economy.
fi»e.
isiana governor, David Duke.
As blind as he may be to most
However, I feel that he has done
/~
us, the students who are so political issues, Mr. Walters does
apathetic to the political process, raise one credible point in his esa grave injustice by failing to say: "we are most likely to see
name the other prominent figure the continuing trend of voters
— a man whose ideas and policies dismissing their current repreare much the same as David sentatives for new ones." I pray
Duke's own — that man, of that in 1992 this prediction holds
course, is none other than George true and the American people realize the damage to their society,
Herbert Walker Bush himself.
civil rights and state of economic
Perhaps the scariest aspect of well-being the last 12 years of Rethis idea is most Americans don't publican-controlled white House
realize iust how similar the poli- has done to them.
American Red Cross

Jim's Journal-

Respond

when I approached. I reminded
this student of his right to remain silent and not to implicate himself in anythlag (actual or otherwise), and to talk
to attorney Rick Schmidt at
Student Legal Services if he
feels he is being treated unfairly. Sgt. Conner threatened
to arrest me if I didn't leave
the site immediately.
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glasses off the GOP
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Kwanzaa boosts unity, purpose
by Genora Rutherford
contributing reporter
African-American students
said Sunday this year's Kwanzaa
celebration should be a time for
people to "come together."
The Black Student Union sponsored its annual Kwanzaa Banquet in Towers Inn Sunday after-

noon. Along with the Rev. Reese's
talk, BSU hosted a brunch and an
award presentation.
Reese, a Toledo minister, delivered a message of how culture
defines oneself and the necessity
it has in establishing AfricanAmericans as a people.
Reese pointed out people have
transformed the meaning of
"holy day" into "holiday," which

BGSU FOOD OPERATIONS

THE
RIGHT
CHOICE

emphasizes materialistic values.
"We as people have forgotten
the purpose of celebration, because the economic importance
of man has surpassed the glorifying of the meaning of a day, thus
putting emphasis on material
things versus the true meaning,"
he said.
Kwanzaa, founded by professor
M. Ron Karenga, is the first nonheroic African-American holiday. It has been celebrated in the
United States since Dec. 26,1966.
The celebration of Kwanzaa,
which is based on African harvest
traditions, is to help AfricanAmericans develop a greater
sense of unity, identity and purfose, BSU president Maurice
ate said.
Kwanzaa is celebrated during
the holiday season for seven
days, from Dec. 26 to Jan. I, but it
is not meant as a substitute for
Christmas or another religious
holiday, said Joyce Jones, director of the Upward Bound Program and college access for the
University.
"It's a time of the year for African-Americans to come together

as a community to celebrate the
fruits of our labor during the past
year," she said.
The seven Kwanzaa days are:
► Dec. 26: Umoja, or Unity,
► Dec. 27: Kujichagulia, or Self
Determination,
► Dec. 28: Ujima, or Collective
Work & Responsibility,
► Dec. 29: Ujamaa, or Cooperative Economics,
► Dec. 30: Nia, or Purpose,
► Dec. 31: Kuumba, or Creativity,
► Jan 1: Imam, or Faith.
Reese commended BSU for
bringing the celebration of
Kwanzaa to the University. Religion is important, he said, but
he stressed the importance of not
allowing religions to separate
people, as has happened for centuries.
Student Gisela Alvarez said she
enjoyed the celebration.
"I attended the Kwanzaa Banquet last year and found this
year's to be as successful," she
said. "I fullv agree with Rev.
Reese when he said all religions
have a connection and not to let
that separate us, but bind us
closer together."
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Court blotter
On Dec. 4 the Grand Jury of the tires and slotted tire rims from an
Wood County Court of Common automobile. A summons was isPleas handed down indictments sued.
on the following persons:
■Jeffrey Davis, Findlay, for
three fourth-degree felony counts
Mark E. Bowe, Bradner, on and one first-degree misfourth-degree and third-degree demeanor count of receiving stocharges of trafficking in mari- len property; three counts of
juana. Bowe was charged with grand theft, a fourth-degree felopossessing 1,359 grams of mari- ny; and breaking and entering, a
juana and preparing it for ship- fourth-degree felony. Stolen
ment. A summons was issued.
property cited in the charges in■Steve Russell, Toledo, for eludes four tires and slotted tire
vandalism, a fourth-degree felo- rims, a speaker system, an
ny. The Wood County Sheriff's AM/FM/cassette car stereo, an
Department alleges while being equalizer and tapes. A summons
transported in a depa. tment pa- was issued.
trol car, Russell caused damage
■James M. Balicki, Findlay,
by kicking the right rear door for breaking and entering, a
Ranel, glass and frame repeated- fourth-degree felony; two fourth.'. A summons was issued.
degree felony counts and one
Perry Tatonetti, 181 Phi Kap- first-degree misdemeanor count
pa Tau, for drug abuse, a fourth- of receiving stolen property; and
degree felony. Tatonetti was theft, a fourth-degree felony. Stocharged with knowingly obtain- len property cited in the charges
ing, possessing, or using psilocy- include a speaker system, an
bin (mushrooms), a Schedule I AM/FM/cassette car stereo, an
controlled substance. A summons equalizer and tapes. Balicki was
was issued.
charged with attempting to illeRex Strow, Custar, for do- gaily enter a storage building bemestic violence with a specifica- hind Larry's Place bar. A sumtion that physical harm was done, mons was issued.
a fourth-degree felony. A warrant
■ James Clifton Hardman,
of arrest was issued.
Toledo, for theft, a fourth-degree
■Stephen Woodley, Toledo, for felony. Hardman was charged
forgery, a fourth-degree felony. with attempting to steal a sweatWoodley was charged with forg- suit and jacket from Value City in
ing a Wood County Justice Center North wood. A summons was isInmate check for $20. A summons sued.
was issued.
■Stephen H. Folks, Muncie,
■Jeffrey Hedrick, 227 N. Prospect St., for receiving stolen Ind., for receiving stolen propproperty and grand theft, both erty, a third-degree felony. The
fourth-degree felonies. Hedrick stolen property cited in the
was charged with being involved charge is a 1988 Volvo semi truck
in the theft and disposal of four tractor. A summons was issued.
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It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.
You have one night.
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short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the
dreaded astronomy exam.
On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps
keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So
even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.
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Student juggler joins circus for holidays

Psychology major believes experience will be 'intense9
by Julie Tagliaf erro
coniributing reporter

Many students can recall a
time when their parents were so
annoyed with them they said such
phrases as, "Oh, go join a circus."
Jim Cannon took their advice.
Cannon, a sophomore psychology major and president of the
University's juggling club, will
spend his Christmas vacation
touring in Florida with The Circus Kingdom.
The circus, based in Pittsburgh, is directed by David Harris. All performers are college
students, coming from across the
United States.
Cannon said there are 30 performers, including 12 in the circus orchestra. He said the acts
include acrobatics, clowns, juggling, trapeze artists and unicycling. Cannon will be juggling and
riding a unicycle.
Cannon said he heard about the
circus from Scott Cain, who
founded the juggling club in 1987
and who worked with the circus in
1990.
To apply, Cannon sent in a
10-page application and personal

recommendations. He applied in
March for a summer tour with
the circus. Due to financial problems, the tour was cancelled and
he is with the winter tour instead.
The tour is from Dec. 22 to Jan.
11, Cannon said, and will stop in
15 cities including Orlando, Sarasota and Tampa, Fla.
According to Cannon, one of the
highlights will be the Sarasota
Circus Festival, which will be attended by representatives from
circuses throughout the country.
It will be an opportunity to perform for, watch and meet big
time circus performers and
trainers.
Cannon said he is looking forward to the whole circus experience, not just the festival.
"I like the idea of performing
every day. It's demanding and intense and it will improve my presentation," Cannon said.
He also said he hopes focusing
on the circus will help him better
focus when he returns to school.
"I think juggling is good for
personal growth. It provides good
communication skills and helps
you relate to people since everything you do is in front of an audience," he said.

"I think juggling is good for personal growth.
It provides good communication skills and
helps you relate to people since everything
you do is in front of an audience."

there," Barber said.
Senator Dave Long said he
hopes Edmonds has changed her
position due to the large increase
in sexual awareness on campus.
"I hope [Edmonds] would look
at it mat people would rather
come to the University if there
were condom machines than if 20
students died of AIDS each year
at the University," Long said. "I
think that would look worse to the
University."
Senator Barb Neal said more
than 80 percent of the students on
this campus are sexually active,
but only 40 percent consistently
use condoms. Neal said she be-

lieves students are mature
enough to make their own decisions and don't need the administration as a shield.
"If students are old enough to
know about sexual intercourse,
they are old enough to be exposed
to condom machines," she said.

—Student juggler Jim Cannon
Juggling has helped Cannon
give good speeches because he
said he is used to having an audience.
Cannon has been performing
for people for several years. He
began juggling five years ago
when he was in a bookstore and
discovered the book, "Juggling
for the Complete Klutz," by John
Cassidy.
He said he taught himself by
following the book and then began
juggling for parties and other
social events. In high school, he
joined the Rubber City Jugglers
in Akron, joined the International
Jugglers Association and attended local juggling conventions.
At the University, he joined the
juggling club and was elected this
year's president.
Cannon said juggling has
helped him better himself.
"Juggling is better for me than

sports because I can get my own
hours, and don't need a coach.
It's all self-motivated," he said.
He said this idea of selfmotivation and juggling has
helped others as well, citing a
former junior high school teacher
as an example. Cannon said the
teacher borrowed his idea and his
copy of the juggling book to teach
students self-esteem through
juggling.
Cannon said he enjoys trying
new tricks. Some of the more
dangerous and fun ones, according to him, include juggling machetes, knives and passing torches.
Cannon would like to focus on
pre-law studies, but while continuing juggling, he said.
"Being in front of so many people is a definite rush," Cannon
said.

USG
:: Continued from page one.
ism to the machines and the
chance enrollment would decrease if the machines were installed as reasons to defeat the
bill.
According to the bill's sponsor,
senator Michael Brennan, the
view of opposition is apparently
still held by the University administration. Brennan spoke this
week with Lester Barber, executive assistant to University
President Paul Olscamp, and
received the following statement:
"Dr. Olscamp feels that condoms are readily available in
drugstores and if students wish to
use them they can purchase them

Panhellenic Council and the
InterFraternity Council.
In the amended bill, the paragraph stating IFC and Panhel
support of the BGC's decision was
removed. According to senator
Jason Jackson, the deletion was
necessary so USG, and not the
two greek organizations, would
'Hi.- 111. \r»s/KnsU-n KwUlkowskl
In other business, the General be granting the support.
Assembly voted 23-4 to approve a
President of the University's juggling club Jim Cannon juggles clubs
month-old amended bill that
"We're making a statement in the basement of Eppler South. Cannon will be touring with The
gives support to the Black Greek that [USG] supports Black Greek Circus Kingdom in Florida from Dec. 22 to Jan. 11.
Council's attempt to join the Council in their efforts," he said.
National Pan Hellenic Council. "We're not trying to tell IFC or
The bill had been tabled at the Panhel what to do with their or- ANDERSON
last two USG meetings due to an ganization or how they should
Continued from page one.
uncertainty of support from the govern their bodies."
Anderson, 44, listened from the hospital staircase, holding the hand
of his 6-year-old daughter, Sulome. Her mother, Madeleine Bassil,
QUAYLE
held Sulome's other hand.
i Continued from page one.
The three hugged, and Anderson sang along to "Silent Night."
really frustrating."
Overhead were three banners showing Christmas trees and ChristIn an interview, Siebenaller
Siebenaller said some of the
mas packages with tags bearing the names of the last American hossaid he has been looking for a
homeless were angry that they
tages freed: Joseph Cicippio. Alann Steen and Anderson.
job for months.
had to leave.
Anderson came down the steps to thank the youngsters, and was
The city's homeless popula"There's just nothing out
asked by reporters if he was eager to return to the United States.
there," said Siebenaller, who
tion has been increasing.
"Absolutely!" he hollered back to reporters.
worked at Chrysler Corp.'s
Groups that help the homeless
Jeep plant for six years. "It's
said shelters are filled.
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lGroup
enjoys
prime
spots
Orders from the Reserved spaces keep administration from searching
North Pole ...
fice door," said Laurence Jankowski, associate professor of
journalism.
Indeed, University President
Paul Olscamp — the originator of
the "We don't have a parking
(problem, we have a walking probem" quote — has two parking
spaces reserved.
Other executive level employees who have reserved
spaces are

by Eileen McNamara

staff wriler

Wouldn't it be nice to have a
reserved parking space available
24 hours a day, seven days a
week?
Many of the same administrators who will not allow new parking lots to be built on the inner
campus or allocate funds to make
necessary repairs are among the
privileged few who do not have to ► Robert Martin, vice president
squabble with thousands of other of operations;
drivers to find a place to park
► Mary Edmonds, vice presitheir car.
"Many of these leaders of the dent of student affairs;
University who don't think there
► Eloise Clark, vice president of
is a parking problem have reserved spaces right outside their of- academic affairs;

Santa says " In Appreciation of

Phil Mason, vice president of
University relations;
»■ Gaylyn Finn, treasurer;
► Louis Katzner, graduate college dean;

► Christopher Dalton, vice
president of planning and budgeting;
► Lester Barber, executive assistant to the president.
Other spaces are reserved for
ha" directors and state vehicles.
President Olscamp's two
reserved spaces are within one
block of each other (one in front
of McFall and one in lot A behind
Hanna and University halls).

PARKING
n Continued from page one.

all our customers, we will

PROBLEM PARKING
According to Keith Monto, assistant enforcement manager for
Parking and Traffic, many of the
faculty and staff parking problems are related to students illefiallv parking in the faculty/staff
ots.
"If the students didn't take up
the faculty/staff parking, there
probably wouldn't be a [shortage], "he said.
Students say they need more
lots. But there is a greening policy implemented by the administration which prevents the creation of new lots in prime locations. Parking garages are considered too expensive.
So students, faculty and administrators are left to fight over the
most convenient spots.
In each group, there seem to be
losers.
Faculty and staff members are
upset because students are taking
up faculty/staff lots. Commuter
students are upset because
freshmen and other on-campus
students are parking in their lots.
On-campus students are upset
because their lots are too full and
freshmen complain because their
lots are too far away.
A look at statistics provided by

be having a ..."

CUSTOMER
APPRECIATION
DAY
Wednesday, December 11
8am - 6pm
Everyone Invited!

Parking and Traffic might best illustrate the problems students
and faculty have been having.
This fall, 4,400 commuter parking permits have been sold, although there are only 2,014 parking spaces designated for commuters. Also, 2,722 faculty/staff
permits have been issued, although only 1,734 spaces on campus are designated for faculty
and staff.
Monto denies Parking and
Traffic is selling more permits
than there are spaces, even
though they set no limit on the
amount of parking permits they
can sell.
He said the numbers make it
appear Parking and Traffic has
over-issued permits. However,
everyone who has a permit does
not use the lot at the same time,
which is why an unlimited number of permits are sold.
"There's always going to be
enough parking, Monto said, referring to the empty spaces in lot
19 designed to accomodate
drivers."It's just not going to be
where people would like it to be."
Monto also said anyone who
parks in lots 6 and 19 can easily
take the shuttle bus to their destination.
"You're never going to please
everybody and probably you're
not going to please even half the
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people ... it's a no win situation,"
he said.
Former Parking Committee
chairperson Stephen Skomp said
the problems with University
parking are too deep and too
complex to solve on the allowed
budget and time schedule.
"You [join the parking committee] with the idea you're going
to make a difference and solve aU
of these problems ... [Parking
and Traffic and the parking
committee] want to solve them
but they can't. There are too
many restraints," he said.
BLACK PARKING MARKET
The current parking situation has caused some students to
resort to a parking permit black
market, where students either lie
on permit applications or illegally purchase a permit from other
students to park in a more convenient area than where they
would normally be assigned.
These permits are illegally obtained mostly by freshmen, especially commuter freshmen, who
say they would rather risk being
caught and face monetary and
possibly disciplinary penalties
than try to deal with the complexity of a parking system they do
not believe is fair.
Jennifer S. is a freshman who
lives in McDonald Quadrangle
and has a regular, blue oncampus permit rather than the
purple freshman permit.
"I bought it from one of my
friends [who is an on-campus,
non-freshman student]," she
said.
The permit enables her to park
in any of the on-campus lots, including lot 8, which is behind Offenhauer, and lot 12, which is located on Merry Avenue behind
the Student Health Center and the
Student Recreation Center.
Monto said Parking and Traffic
is aware of the situation and does
its best to find these violators and
inflict the necessary penalties —
usually a $10 ticket the first time
the person is caught and $50 tickets if it persists.
"We will find them sooner or
later," he said.
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defends Kennedy
Gorbachev at odds with Doctor
Yeltsin over Slavic states Witness claims rape impossible under circumstances
said the Soviet Parliament
should decide whether the
commonwealth would supplant
his proposed Union Treaty to
keep the country together.
Kazakhstan President Nursultan Nazarbayev said he believed the Soviet president
"still has not exhausted his opportunities" as a leader.
Yeltsin on Monday agreed to
let republics' legislatures consider the commonwealth plan
"parallel" with Gorbachev's
Union Treaty, Nazarbayev
said.
It was unclear whether Yeltsin would delay implementing
the commonwealth plan.
The latest evidence of the Soviet Union's disintegration
heightened fears in the West
about possible civil unrest and
what that would mean for Soviet nuclear weapons. The
European Community decided
Monday to send a special envoy
to assess the situation.
Russian and Soviet officials
sought to reassure Western nations Monday that Soviet nuclear weapons would remain
under a centralized authority
and not be divided among the
republics
At a Monday news conference
in Kiev, Ukrainian President
Leonid Kravchuk said he, Yeltsin and Byelorussian leader
Stanislav Shushkevich would
have control over nuclear
weapons.
There "will be a triple control. The black box will be controlled by the three states that
have nuclear weapons. This
black box can be activated only
when three buttons are pressed
at the same time," Kravchuk

MOSCOW (AP) — Mikhail
Gorbachev on Monday challenged Boris Yeltsin's declaration that the Soviet Union was
dead, branding a new Slavic
commonwealth "illegal and
dangerous" and urging the
national Parliament to decide
the country's future.
Gorbachev's statement late
Monday put him clearly at odds
with Yeltsin, Russia s president, who has already taken
over much of the Soviet president's power and joined with
the leaders of Ukraine and Byelorussia in declaring the new
commonwealth on Sunday.
The Soviet president has proposed to keep some role for the
central government, while
Yeltsin's commonwealth eliminates it and bans Soviet institutions.
Gorbachev's comment came
several hours after Yeltsin met
with the Soviet leader to discuss
the "commonwealth of independent states" and said Gorbachev mif>ht have a role in the
new grouping. Gorbachev was
not even informed of the plan
until after Yeltsin told President Bush.
Gorbachev lately has courted
the non-Slavic republics and
clearly had them in mind when
he said: "The fate of the multinational state (Soviet Union)
cannot be decided by the will of
the leaders of three republics.
"The declaration that union
laws no longer exist is also illegal and dangerous. It can only
aggravate chaos and anarchy
in society," Gorbachev said in
the statement.
Gorbachev said the plan had
some "positive" aspects. He

said. "All this enhances control
of nuclear forces."
Kravchuk did not mention
Kazakhstan but the Russian
foreign minister said Yeltsin
spoke with Nazarbayev on Sunday and "there is no dissent"
between the two men on nuclear
issues.
Nazarbayev emphasized that
whatever state structure emerged, leaders were united on
the need for radical reforms to
avert economic collapse. He
cautioned them to be careful
not to ignite civil unrest.
"The leaders of ... the republics and President Gorbachev
must stop cursing each other.
We shouldn't use pressure tactics or blackmail. We should
stop frightening people that
there will be civil war and
bloodshed," Nazarbayev said,
apparently referring to Gorbachev's warning last week.
The state news agency Tass
said a group of Soviet lawmakers was preparing an appeal for convening the
2,250-member Soviet Parliament even before Gorbachev's
statement.
It was unclear whether the
Slavic leaders would delay their
plan to set up the commonwealth headquarters in Minsk.
Shushkevich, the Byelorussian leader, said there were no
obstacles to non-Slavic republics joining the new commonwealth. The presidents of Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan and
Tadjikistan briefly attended
the meeting with Gorbachev,
according to Tass.
Nazarbayev ruled out for now
any political union by the preMuslim Soviet republics.

WEST PALM BEACH, Fla.
(AP) — A defense witness gave
jurors in William Kennedy
Smith's rape trial a lesson in human sexuality Monday and
claimed Smith's accuser could
not have been raped exactly the
way she described.
The witness, Dr. Raphael Good,
came under hostile attack by a
Srosecutor who noted that the
0-year-old psychiatrist and
gynecologist has never done
research on rape, never testified
in a rape case and has been called
as an expert witness only twice in
his career.
"I have done no research in the
area of rape, that's correct,"
Good told Assistant State Attorney Ellen Roberts.
Good, who teaches at the University of Miami, acknowledged
he was never shown medical records in the case before he
formed his opinion at the request
of defense attorneys.
Smith, the 31-year-old nephew
of Sen. Edward Kennedy, is
charged with sexual battery and
battery and could receive 4"£
years in prison if convicted.
Good, called as an expert witness on sexual dysfunction, was
asked to comment on a pre-trial
statement by Smith's accuser
that Smith had only a partial
erection when he raped her. In a
hypothetical question based on

Technician
cleared in
postal slip

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — The
U.S. Postal Service said a technician who programmed a scanner
to print an offensive phrase on
10,000 envelopes processed this
weekend made an honest mistake, a television station reported
"at preventing those who are at Monday.
the greatest risk of dying of AIDS
WCMH-TV reported a technifrom serving in the Navy and the
cian repairing an optical characother armed services."
Steffan was a midshipman in ter scanner that places bar codes
good standing when he learned on envelopes programmed the
that he was under investigation phrase for use in testing, but forby the Naval Investigative Ser- got to erase the words before the
vice for his alleged homosexuali- machine was put back into service at the city's main post office
tyHe admitted his homosexuality Saturday. The machine printed
to an academy chaplain. The the words, "You Bitch onto
commandant of the academy said beige and white envelopes size
graduation would not be possible 0' i-incli and larger.
due to regulations adopted in 1981
"We had intended to have holiprohibiting homosexuals in the
armed forces. Steffan resigned, day greetings or 'Merry Christmas'
as messages that go on the
but 18 months later sought to
withdraw his resignation and envelopes," post office spokesperson Ed Johnson told WCMH.
filed suit.

Military gay ban upheld
said Paula Ettelbnck, legal director of the Lambda Legal Defense and Education Fund in New
York. The fund is a gay rights
group representing the former
midshipman.
Last spring, Gasch referred to
Steffan as a "homo" three times
during a hearing. Gasch ruled
that the fact that he used the word
did not mean tie was biased, and
an appellate court upheld his decision.
Steffan resigned from the U.S.
Naval Academy in May 1987, six
weeks before graduation, after
academy officials said he would
not be allowed to graduate. He
had disclosed days earlier that he
was homosexual.
Steffan argued in his lawsuit
that the Pentagon ban violated
the equal protection clause of the
Fifth Amendment.
Gasch disagreed, saying the
Pentagon policy is aimed in part

WASHINGTON (AP) - A federal judge on Monday upheld the
Pentagon ban on homosexuals in
the military, saying the armed
forces must have that power if
thev are to protect soldiers and
sailors from AIDS.
Joseph C. Steffan, a Naval
Academy midshipman who acknowledged he was gay, had challenged the Defense Department
policy as unconstitutional. U.S.
District Judge Oliver Gasch ruled
that the regulations "rationally
further legitimate state purposes."
The policy promotes "the
maintenance of discipline, morale, good order, a respected
system of rank and command, a
healthy military force, morality
and respect for the-privacy interests of both officers and the enlisted," ruled the judge.
Steffan will appeal Gasch's ruling to the U.S. Court of Appeals,
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WINTHROP TERRACE APTS.
features
• CAMPUS SHUTTLE
• 9& 12 month leases
• Furnished & Unfurnished
• 24 hour maintenance
• Air conditioning
• Gas for heating
and cooking included
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1 1 1 SOUTH HALL
7:00-9:00 PM

(Lifestyle Enhancement)
WHEN:
8 weeks before spring break
January 27-March 20. 1992
HOW:
Free to all BGSCI students
Signup in the Student Recreation Center Main Office
(during office hours) between
December 2. 1991 and January
20, 1992
BENEFITS:
•Better quality of life*
•Improved state of health*
•Half price FITWELL assessment*
•LE Club 8 T-shirt*

For More Information Call 372-7482 or 372-2711
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timony that 12 people in the Kennedy mansion that Easter weekend say they heard no noises or
screams.
Among the guests were Stephen
and Carol Barry, two New York
City prosecutors who testified all
was quiet.
On cross-examination, prosecutor Moira Lasch noted the
close relationship between Barry
and the Kennedys.
"Would your father lie for the
Kennedys?" Mrs. Lasch asked.
"No, he wouldn't lie for the
Kennedys," he replied.
Mrs. Lasch maintains the elder
Barry misled police when they
arrived at the estate on Easter
Sunday, telling them Sen. Kennedy had left when he was still on
thepremises.
The Barrys testified they didn't
hear any screams or other noises
from their second floor bedroom
at the mansion. They also said
they were unaware of the rape
claim until they returned to New
York.
On cross-examination, they
said they didn't call police even
after they read about the investigation in newspapers.
"You never contacted the Palm
Beach police?" Mrs. Lasch asked
Barry.
"If the Palm Beach police
needed me they knew where I
was," said Barry.

The station said the envelopes
could be bound for anywhere and
that post offices around the nation had been notified to watch for
the error.

"Sex. Lies, and
Escape..."
199 1 WRITER'S FORUM

f

YOU SHOULD!
BE CHECKING^
YOUR LIST
TWICE!
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the facts of the case, defense lawyer Mark Seiden asked Good if an
unwilling woman, squirming and
fighting, could be raped in such a
circumstance.
"Under the scenario you just
painted, it is highly unlikely,"
said Good, adding the woman
would have to cooperate to make
the act successful.
The defense claims the woman
engaged in an act of consensual
sex.
During Good's graphic testimony. Circuit Judge Mary Lupo
had aNewsweek reporter ousted
from the courtoom for smiling
and ordered his courtroom credential lifted for the day.
Ms. Roberts challenged Good's
expertise. She noted he now practices psychiatry and has spent
most of his career in academia.
Good acknowledged the many
articles he has written primarily
concerned with lesbian relationships and general gynecology. He said he co-authored only
one article on rape.
He said Seiden told him medical evidence showed semen in the
woman's vagina, but he did not
consider that in his opinion.
"The only conclusion I can
draw is that if there was penetration, the hypothetical was not
consistent with the facts," Good
said.
The defense also focused on tes-
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Mega-deal
may hurt
baseball

Basketball places second
Women defeated by Providence in Lady Friar Classic

by Steve Seasly
sports writer

The women's basketball team
claimed second place in the
Clearly Canadian Classic at
Providence this past weekend as
they rolled over Harvard
105-88,and then were toppled by a
high-scoring Providence squad in
the championship game, 121-95.
Frigid shooting at the game's
outset and a large dose of Providence's Tracy Lis handed the
Falcons (5-1) their first setback
of the season. The Lady Friars
scored the first 15 points in the
game before sophomore Lori Albers tallied a lay up with 16:38 to
play in first half action.
"They came out and hit a lot of
shots early and we didn't answer
those shots," head coach Jaci
Clark said. "We let them get a
very big lead and they kept coming at us with a lot of intensity
and we didn't match that at all."
Lis, apt to become Providence's all-time leading scorer,
sizzled the cords for a game-high
45 points and hauled in 11 re-

bounds. Jennifer Mead contributed 34 markers to complement
Lis's performace. Providence
received only five points from its
bench throughout the evening.
"Lis is a very good offensive
threat," said Clark. "She works
hard to get open and always has
her nose around the ball. She did
a very good job of getting her
shots. Mead also did a very good
job. She hurt us."
Lis and Mead (24 points) combined for 47 of Providence's 63
first half points as the club shot 60
percent from the field.
The Lady Friars widened their
lead in the 2nd half to as many as
31 as Lis and Mead were joined by
three teammates in double digits.
BG was led by Albers who notched a career-high 31 points, but
her 13 of 17 from the field performance was unable to rally the
Brown and Orange who cut the
lead under 20 just once in the 2nd
half.
Clark said, "They drove on us
and outrebounded us the whole
game. We knew they were capable of scoring a lot of points. We
didn't attack them on offense and

we didn't stop them on defense."
Junior forward Andrea Nordmann hit for 11 points and
grabbed 11 rebounds while
freshman Nicky Heilmann added
a career-high 13 markers. BG
connected on 41 of 80 attempts
from the floor on the evening.
Against Harvard, Albers again
Seed the Falcons with 28 points
go along with her 8 boards. She
was named to the all-tournament
squad for her two-day performance. Judit Lendvay provided
ample support as she pumped in
24 points and dished out 10 assists. Nordmann added 23 markers of her own and pulled down a
game-high 15 caroms.
BG shot 55.8 percent from the
field and were never threatened
beyond the 10-minute mark of the
second half as they pulled away
with a 15-6 spurt.
The Falcons host Michigan at
Anderson Arena tonight at 7:30
p.m.
"We need to worry about our
execution against Michigan and
play with the same aggression as
we did early in the year," said
Clark. "The game will show a
little bit about our character. I'm
very anxious to see what
tomorrow brings."
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Glen Lubbert
Running
through
my mind
America's favorite pastime
has become a race for trie
biggest paycheck as baseball's
free agency kicks into full
swing this month.
Leading the pack is former
Pittsburgh Pirate Bobby BoniUa, who signed for a five year
$29 million contract with the
New York Mets last week. His
mega-deal makes him the
richest free agent in the game.
The effect this will have on
baseball is unimaginable. It
probably spells the end of the
Pirates who will end up trading
their other outfield superstar,
Barry Bonds, who will be eligible for free agency next season.
It will also cost the teams a fortune to sign other free agents
who will be expecting much
more money after the Bonilla
deal.
Pittsburgh General Manager
Larry Doughty says there are
at least 15 to 20 other players
who could make more than Bonilla. He says the deal is ridiculous and wants to trade Bonds
now to cash in on the high market.
He's a smart man. There's no
telling how high player's salaries are going to go. In 1988,
Gene Garber led the free agent
salaries with a $500,000 deal
with Kansas City. In just five
years the top free agent salary
has climbed to over 10 times
that amount.
Last season, the Boston Red
Sox signed three-time Cy Young
winner Roger Clemens to an
unprecedented $5.38 million-aEear deal. That deal turns out to
e a steal on the part of the BoTV III, News/Jay Miirdock
sox.. If Clemens was allowed to
Junior forward Andrea Nordmann takes a jump shot in the Falcons become a free agent, he may
win over Dayton last week. Nordmann had 11 points and 11 rebounds have eclipsed Bonilla's $29 milto help the team to a second place finish in the Clearly Canadian Clas- lion deal.
sic.
Bonds may have pushed his
way to the lead for now, but
After a brisk morning |og, enjoy a copy of The BG News
there is no way he's going to win
the salary race. It has become
perfectly evident this race has
no finish line. It's only a matter
of time, perhaps just a season,
before someone cracks the $6
million a year mark. Then free
agency will roll around again
(egos included i and players
will be looking for the $6.5 million mark.
The sad fact is, salary increase will never stop, at least
not as long as fans turn out
season after season to see
what's becoming a bunch of
millionaires playing catch.
Baseball, like all major
league sports, is a business, and
with Potato & Side Dish
if the product makes money,
the manufacturing costs are
justifiable. The only problem is
Sundays
12:00 - 2:00pm
the money to pay Bonilla's $29
million salary is coming out of
Mon - Thurs
11:30- 1:30pm
the fans' pocket. The Mets are
4:30- 7:00pm
hoping for an extra 750,000 fans
Friday
11:30- 1:30pm
thanks to Bonilla. At $12 a
I HI anil in the lJnivernity Union
ticket, that translates into $9
million extra, enough to cover
Quantum 90 card accepted after 4:30 for on-campus students
his $5.8 million this season.
Quantum 90 card accepted all day for 95 + plan holders
(l See BONILLA, page nine.
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Intrasquad meet Swim team gets mixed results
test gymnastic
preseason skills
Women's team
finishes third
out often

by Krik Puplllo
sports writer

by Mark DeChant
spons writer

The Falcon gymnastics'
annual Brown and Orange intrasquad meet gave the coach
hope for the future, gave the
freshmen their first look at
college judges, and gave a
familiar face a chance to
show that she's ready for another big season.
Despite senior Julie Zickes'
first place overall performance, her team lost to the Orange squad by a score of
121.75 to 97.00. Zickes and
Brown teammate Jennifer
Nacca went 1-2 overall.
However, they couldn't overcome the balance and consistency of the winners. The
squad was split into two fairly
even teams, Brown and Orange. The meet pitted returning All-MAC performers
Mary Beth Kriel and Kathy
Altonen against Stacey
Davis, the team's most improved gymnast last seaon,
and the conference runner-up
in overall competition,
Zickes.
The traditional pre-season
match-up pleased head coach
Charles Simpson, as the
women's scores were improved from one year ago.
"We were missing four
girls due to injury, yet we still
had a very large jump over
last year in the scores," said
Simpson. "That's very encouraging, because when
those girls return, we'll be
even stronger."
The Falcons scored 179.65
points, a half a point better
than they did in last season's

The Pittsburgh Invitational
was a mid-term for the BG
swimming team this past weekend. The results were mixed and
the verdict is still out according
to head swimming coach Brian
Gordon. He thought some swimmers swam well while others
were just plain inconsistent.
"We were hot and cold this
weekend," Gordon said. "We
swam pretty mediocre and were
inconsistent enough to leave me
scratching my head."
Even though the teams performance was up and down, it
should not overshadow a third

Brown and Orange clash.
They improved in the uneven
bars, floor exercise, and balance beam competition.
Individually, Zickes
grabbed all-around championship honors by way of
winning the beam and the
bars. Her score of 36.65 edged
out Nacca by a mere .30.
Zickes' 8.95 in the vault was
her only sub-nine performance. Her winning scores in
the uneven bars and the balance beam were 9.1 and 9.45,
respectively.
Nacca, after second place
finishes in the vault and
beam, made a fierce rush at
the overall title by crushing
the field in the floor exercise
event with a 9.45. She also enjoyed three nines on the day,
with an 8.6 on the bars her
only exception.
The Orange team was led
by the solid performances of
veterans Friel. Altonen, and
freshman Bethany Benyo.
Friel. a close third overall
with 36.05 points, won the
vault competition, and scored
over 9.1 on both the beam and
floor events. Altonen garnered a second place finish in
the uneven bars while Benyo
was floor exercise runner-up.
Simpson was impressed By
the younger girls^ poise in
front of the judges, and the
fact that his returning stars
don't appear to have lost
much.

Elace finish by the women in the
•n team field. BG finished with
486 points, the best they've done
at the Invitational. Harvard won
the meet going away with 929
points followed closely by Miami
of Florida (703.5).
"I think if all the girls would
have swam as well as they could
have, we would have put more
distance between us and fourth
place (West Virginia), but we
couldn't have caught Harvard or
Miami." Gordon said.
Leading the Falcons was Josie
McCullocn, who set a new meet
record 1:04.44 in the 100 breaststroke. Keely Yenglin had another solid meet by qualifying
and swimming very well in four
meet finals. Also adding to the
Falcon point total were Tricia
Klasmeier, Sheri Kraus and Jill
Bowers.
"Several swimmers did what
they had to do, but some others

didn't have a good meet." Gordon
said. "Jody Reed, who's usually
one of our more solid swimmers
had a poor meet by our expectations and her standards."
The men's team finished seventh, a little lower than Gordon
expected. Gordon thought the
team lost valuable points in the
diving events and in their freestyle sprint squad. Gordon also
attributed the low finish to a very
fast field.
"The men didn't swim very
well, but we had a couple guys
swim faster this year than they
did last year, yet finish up to fifthteen places lower," Gordon said.
"I think some of the guys were a
little intimidated by the quality of
the field. "
BG tallied 253 points just trailing the University of Maryland
and West Virginia, two teams
Gordon thought the Falcons could
have definitely competed with.

Water polo defeat Notre
Dame in home opener
The club water polo team made
its first home appearance Saturday against the Fighting Irish of
Notre Dame. It was a dual match
competition for the rights of 7th
place in the Midwest.
The Falcons dominated both
games with scores of 9-5 and 14-6,
raising their overall record to
11-3-1.
"We had no idea what we were
up against," tri-captain Ed
Maynard said. "All we knew was
that we were in 8th place and they
were in 7th place in the
Midwest."

"They did well," Simpson
said. "Now, we're going to
just recoup from this meet,
and get prepared for the
opener, which is after the
Christmas break."

Jeff Wagner, Rob Weinmann
and Matt Blamy contributed 13
total points between the three of
them to earn the game's MVP award.
"I was very pleased with our
performance,' tri-captain Drew
Layne said. "I thought the team
did great — definitely one of our
best performances of this year.
This team compared to last
year's team is so much better,
people are actually afraid to play
us now."
The women's team made their
first road trip to Columbus Fri-

day to battle the Ohio Sate women s water polo team. The women
dropped a heart breaker by coming up short in the 4th quarter and
losing 10-7.
Maggy Williams led the Falcons with a total of three goals;
Kelly Sikora had two; and Monique Lemon and Kate Lauer each
had one.
"We've come a long way since
the first time out," tri-captain
Monique Lemon said. "By the
time our season roles around
(next semester) we will be ahead
of the rest of our competition.''

Mid-American Conference foeMiami of Ohio, finished ahead of
the Falcons by 350 points.

"I think we're better than Maryland and we're comparable to
west Virginia if we swim well,"
Gordon said. "As far as Miami is
concerned, they are a team ready
to challenge Eastern Michigan
for the MAC title."
Kevin Grotke, Steve Haugen
and Brain Kaminski all swam
fairly well in the coaches eyes,
but Gordon wants his teams to
put this meet behind them and
look forward to the MAC Championships that lie ahead in ten
weeks.
"We have to get back to the basics and work hard to get the
kinks out," Gordon said. "This
meet is something we can forget
about."

BONILLA
1

Continued from page page
eight.
Bonilla, who hit .302 last
season, didn't even blink at a
$22.5 million Pirate offer he rejected. He should be sending out
thank-you cards to all the Pirate fans for not having the
money to keep him in Pittsburgh, or maybe they should be
sending Bonilla the card for
saving them $9 million.
Glen Lubberi is the assistant
sports editor for The BG News
and is a member of the track
team.
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Dan Kaiser
» E K

* E K

t
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The BG News

I'ACE TEN

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
'* HUMAN RIGHTS OAV "
IT ONLY TAKES ONE LETTER
Amnesty International
Wrtte-A-Thon Unloo 9-4

E.perierced BGSU student home builders took
mg lor work in the community to fund our chapter Call for a tree estimate Contact Dave at
352-8622
LSAT * GRE ' GMAT
Belore you take the test, call the expert Local
classes forming now
Kaplan Educational
Center Cal for details 536-3701
MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Scholarships and Grants
1-800 USA 1221 ext 2033

"HUMAN RIGHTS OAV "
30th Annlversay o(
Amnaaty Intarnallonal
Write-A-Thon Union 0-4
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
ON GENERAL FEE ALLOCATIONS
The Advisory Committee on General Fee Alto
cations is now distributing the Budget Request
Forms to those student organizations seeking
General Fee funds lor 1992-93 This form is
available in Room 305 Student Services Build
mg The lorms must be completed and returned
to Room 305 Student Services Building by 5
pm. Monday February 3 199t

PREGNANT?
We can help FREE pregnancy tests and supportive services Confidential BG Pregnancy
Center Cal 354 HQPL
Research editing assistance available for students' term papers Also provide resume and
word-processing services
Call Hanan.
423-0259 422-4960
Scholarships and Grants Available Now'
Largest source m the country
Results are 100*** guaranteed
1-800-821 FUND

BELIEVE THE HYPEI
JOIN COLLEGE DEMOCRATS'
Tonight 9 p m . 116 BA
Fight (or liberal causes, practice sale sex and
bosh Republican David Duke with the lasting
growing group on campus
Meeting lor
Women's Reproductive Rights
Every Tues 8 00pm
UCF Center I Corner ol Thurstm ft Ridge )
Sponsored by BGSU Peace Coalition

Reminder'
GOLDEN KEY X-MAS CAROLING
Thurs ,6 30pmDec 12
Meet m Onion Lobby
Puza ft Drinks Afterwards"

AVEBURY BOOKS
Old. used, rare out-of-print
10-6. Monday Saturday
143-C E Woosler SI

David Duke represents the
future ol the Republican party
Delta Upsilon ' Alpha Phi * Delta Upsiton
The Brothers of Delta Upsilon congratulale Will
Janoch tor his recent lavakermg to Sara Walton1
Delia Upsiton ' Alpha Phi * Delta Upsilon

Wed. & Thurs.
5 - 9pm
}

J

Marcla.
Congratulations on your pearling to Steve.
Wish I could have been there lor the big surprise. But. get excited lor my visit In January)
I love you,
Kim
VIA-NYC
PBL
Congratulations to Ihe newly elected
Phi Beta Lambda Council Members1
Pres ■ Julia Lommalzsch
VP EdLuby
P R - Kevin Finn
Parkamentanan - Brad Heckalhorn
Trees Beth Hadmger
Secy Micheie IHrrl

PI PHI BIG PENNY PI PHI
I'm so glad you're my tug
You're the best'
Thanks tor everything
Love.
La* Molly
P S Chase it with an apple'
PI PHI PI PHI PI PHI

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
To the 1991 F'ec Board
Thank you for a great year1 I'D miss those exciting Sunday night meetings What wiU we do
without them? Good luck next year'
LITB Use
ALPHA CHI OMEGA

DRAFT BEER PARTY
UPSTAIRS

TUXEDO JUNCTION
N

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE MEN'S BASKETBALL JAN 21. WOMEN'S AND COED
BASKETBALL JAN 22. MEN'S BOWLING
K JAN 28. INDEPENDENT MEN'S ICE
HOCKEY ■ JAN 16 (3 days after Christmas
BreakI

•• HUMAN RIGHTS DAY ■•
Remember those people
Around Ihe world who
ARE NOT FREE

BGSU Mom-Dad Grandpa Grandma
Alumni Sweatshirts and T Shuts
Jeans-N-Things
531 Ridge St 352-8333

During a time when Ihe economy is unsteady,
it s good to know meres someone who's willing
to help Don't get taken when hones) help is
around Call lor a no-hassle consultation with
one ol our representatives at International Financial Group, t 800 '83 99/5 One slan
dard - excellence You should accept nothing
less A loan brokerage firm

INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED. Men's.
Women's, and Coed Basketball Apply m 108
Student Rec Center by January 20, 1992

* EILEEN BRADY'
Congratulations on your public relations position with United Telephone1 I am very proud of
you'
Send cantetoupe.
Christine

AXO ' AXO ' AXO ■ AXO * AXO
Good luck lo the new 1 992 Exec Board Best
wishes for a fun. successful and exciting year
LITB. The 1991 Exec Board
AXO ' AXO ' AXO ' AXO - AXO

SERVICES OFFERED

INTRAMURAL FORFEIT FEES BRING VOUB
RECEIPT AND PICK UP VOUR FORFEIT FEES
AND WINNERS T-SHIRTS FOR FALL BY
DECEMBER 11. 1991

PERSONALS

REGGAE with THE ARK Band
Wed Dec 11
Easy Street Cale
Remember the Political Prisoners
•round the world
"HUMAN RIGHTS DAY"

Interested in becoming a houseboy??' Contact
Jennifer at 372-130'

PI PHI DIDI HOUSTON PI PHI
I love my Big
You're Ihe best
Luv
Lii Whitney
PI PHI PI PHI PI PHI PI PHI

PI PHI PI PHI PI PHI PI PHI PI PHI
SHANNON MONTER
I know we haven't been able to spend much
lime together, but I hope you know now much I
appreciate you and everything you do I have so
much faith and trust m you You don't know how
much you mean to me Thank you for every■rung*
Pi Phi Love and Mine.
Your Little Jen
PI PHI PI PHI PI PHI PI PHI PI PHI
PI Phi "Lisa Ron'PI Phi
I just wanted to tell you that you are the best
big ever1 Thank you 'or all ol your support and
gutdance through my pledgeship1 Always remember that I have total confidence in you and
your abilities' Thank you for showing me the
meaning of Pi Beta Phi
Forever PI Phi Sisters
Pi Phi Love and Mine
i H 8mH
Pi Phi ' Pi Phi ' Pi Phi * Pi Phi
Big Genny:
Not only are you my big s>s-you're a special
Iriend Our great times date back lo Mud Tug.
and we have tons more to come I'm always
here lor you1
Love Lii Jules
P S Whatever happened to Monmouth dates
IF aSP?
Selected Group ol Christmas Cards
andOrnaments 20-50% oH1
Jeans-N-Things
531 Ridge Street 352 8333

Downstairs

ALL YOU CAN EAT!
110 N. Main

Wed. Pasta Bullet
Thurs. Mexican Buffet

352-9222

')S4.95'

December Special Kids Eal Free

Sigma Kappa
Congratulations
to lask week s
Sfgmerian
ol Ihe week
Amy Schult*

1-800-332-ATDS

-by J.A. Holmgren

5:15

Tuesday, December 10. 1991

SPRING BREAK
Daytona Beach Florida Get away to the most
luxurious camping resort, minutes from beach
with pool, gameroom. basketball and more We
supply a 2 room party lent 8 days for only
$69 00 per person Limited space so caU now
for reservations al 1 -800-344-8914
Su/ie Zoo Christmas Cards. Gift Wrap
And Gift Begs. Tissue, Gift Cards
Stickers, etc Jeans-N-Thmgs. 531 Fudge St
Open Monday thru Thursday 10*8 p m Friday
and Saturday 10-5 30 p m Sunday 12-5 pm
Across from Mac West

Waterbed - King sure, very good condition.
$350 00 negotiable Call 352 6133

WOULD SOMEONE YOU KNOW BE DEVASTATED IF THEIR TEDOY BEAR WAS KIDNAPPED? QOODII SIGN UP IN THE UNION
FOYER OEC 9, 11. 1 2 13' HIRE S.O.L.D. TO
KIDNAP SOMEONE'S STUFFED ANIMAL AND
HOLD IT FOR RANSOM'
BG BEAR KNAP

Roommate needed badly for Spnng 1992
House • 1 block from campus
$146 00.month Free Cable
Contact Jim or Mike 353 5874

WANTED
1 female roommate needed for Spring semester Close lo campus Only $150 per month
Call 352 6458-Amy. Andrea. Christine or Leslie
1 male roommate needed lor Spring Semester
Nice 2 bedroom api with dishwasher and
cable
. Rent very negotiable. Cal Chuck al
353'0?15
1 male roommate needed for Spring semester
Close lo campus $130 per month Call
352 2119
I MALE'FEMALfc ROOMMATE NEEDED
ASAP VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS FURNI
SHED FREE CABLE PAY ELECTRIC ONLY
CALL CHERYL AT 352 8799
t OR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED)
NICE PLACE) FREE CABLEI CLOSE TO
CAMPUS) DESPERATE! REDUCED RENT.
CALL LORI 354-6994.
1 or 2 female roommates lor Spring semester
Non-smokers Cheap rent 354-8082 Ask for
Kan
ASAP
I or 2 male or female roommates 'or Spring
Semester Close to campus m Campus Manor

3528853. ask lor Mike
DESPERATE WILL PAY TOP $ FOR YOUR
HELP'
Do you know MacPascai7 I need your help m a
major way Please call 353-5757 and leave a
message if no one answers

Roommate needed to sublease for Spring Own
room Renl is $175 a month Call Mike al
362-9416
Roommate needed lor Spring semester Cheap
rent Own room Call John at 353-4404
Roommate wanted for Spring Male, nonsmoker $ 1 50 and utilities Lance • 655-3084
Roommmate needed to sublease house lor
Spring Semester No deposit Close to campus
$ 1 50 and utilities CaU 354-6480
SUBLEASE 2 bdrm. 2 bath, dishwasher, garbage disposal $400
util Available Jan
1-Aug Cal 352 3385
Subleaser lor Spring Very close to campus.
own room, no utilities and one month Iree rent
Call Kris at 352-8312

Graduating Senior Desperate
Need 1 female to sublease for Spring '92 Own
room and 1 month FREE"'

Can Michelle 352 5369
HELP'
StJI looking for a male roommate lor Spring '92
Own room, close to campus Call Mark or Tony
al 354-4757 or leave message.
HATE YOUR ROOMMATES??
Subleaser needed for Srpmg 92 OWN ROOM.
Complete aped $162 50 mo and utilities Cal
Chris 354-3257 leave message

HELP' Need subleaser for spring1 Downtownone bedroom-share with one other
$162 50 mo ft utilities No deposit needed'
Cal 352-6208 Ask for Micheie or Wendy
CALL NOW*
Help"
t or 2 female subleasers for Spring
$ 1S0/mo elecinc Close lo campus1
Call 352-1 768. ask lor Aimee or Kim
II you have a knowledge and enthusiasm lor
'The Power to be Your Best" you may be the
person we are looking for For more information, contact Krishe Smith at 353-9732 after
7 00pm on Mon & Wed or send resume and
cover letter to On Campus Mail Box # 5823. no
later than Dec 10

FOR RENT
"Now Leasing"
Summer ft Fall 1992-93 Leases
Large assortment to choose from
Stop Dy319E. Woosler
(across from Taco Bel)
for listing brochure & speak with our
friendly stall or call 354-2280
John Newtove Real Estate
1 bdrm turn apt $295 00 per month Nice location 353-5776 Now thru August
1 bedroom graduate apartment Close lo campus 352 4384
1. 2. ft 3 bdrm lurnished opts 9 month, sum
mer and year leases 352-7454
2 bdrm apt lo sublease ASAP Univ Visage.
Gas pd Laundry in bkJg Will pay Jan rent • Cal
353 9938

352-3445
1 ft 2 bedroom apartments
601 Third St
704 Filth St
710 Seventh St
Call lor reasonable rales
and more mfo

Subleasers needed) 2 BR/2 bath Frazoe apt
close to campus' $I50'month Give us a call
352 05 M
THE PERFECT HOUSE'
Subleaser needed for Spring semester Within
firsl btock on South College, mostly furnished.
washer and dryer included. $125 mo
spacious and comfortable Cal Anne or Cindy al
354 5044
Wanted 1 mJ sublessor Spring 92 OWN bed
A bathroom
$191 87/mth
Large apt
w/dishwasher. laundry facilities. A storage
cages Cal 352-9302. RE Mgmt c/o Beth
Mong
Wanted Roommale Sp Sem 92 Grad Slu
dent preferred lo share partialy lurn house
$200. mo Ssharoutil
Call Brad 352 6638 or 352 3450

HELP WANTED
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT fisheries
Earn $5,000 /month Free Iransportation'
Room & Board' Over 8.000 openings
No experience necessary Male or Female
For employment program cal Student Employment Services at 1 206-545 4 155 ext 180
Your BG News luture starts this week'
Applications lor Spring semester
staff are due 5pm Tuesday
Forms available m 214 West Hal

Help us' 2 subleasers needed lor Spring semester Own washer and dryer Cal 353-8265
lor more info
HELP)
Female needed to sublet apartment.
425 E Court 2 bedroom. 2 bath.
3 roommates GREAT PLACE'
Rent $175 month
As close lo campus as you can get1
Call Amy IMMEDIATELY 352-5562

3724535

Subleaser Now or next semester
Big house - close to campus
Rent is very negot 352-0294

Female subleaser needed lor Spring, rent is
$115 mo
Available ASAP1 Call Maureen
372-5907 or 372 5806

5 bdrm unfurn house Available May to May
Cal Nadme Titus Realty 352-6566
Carly Rentals
Listing available for school year 1992-93.
(Houses • Apts • Rooms)
Office located at 316 E Merry #3
or phone 352-7365
For sublease 3 BR apt . heat included in rent
Available now through June 1
$450

352-25 79

Mouses and apartments lo« 1992-93 school
year 12 month leases only, starting m May
Steve Smith 352 891 7
Houses lor Rent
12 month leases - May or August
Tenent pays utilities - 1 mo deposit
730 Elm. 2 br w/loft. $360/May
734 Elm. 4 Dr. 2 bath. $660 Aug
217 S Cosege. 3br . $625'Aug
31 7 N Summit. 4 br . 2 balh. $750 May
•622 E Woosler. 4 br . 2 bath; $750/May
233 W Merry. 4 br w 1QM $660 Aug
i28Manv*e. 5br . 2 bath $725/Aug
Cal 354-2854 or 352 2330 alter 5pm only
Arbor Enterprises • tocal owners
Male sublease needed ASAP Own room Cal
Ed at 353-6204 Leave message)

FOR SALE

Need 1 female subleaser Big house, own bedroom $144 ft utilities Cal 352-4536
1984 Honda Owe Wagon |5 door, manual
shirt. AC. cassette. AM/FM stereo) High
mileage Runs great $ 1500 or best otter Call

352 5523
8 ft couch, bed dresser and desk
352-3400

Neg

Cannondate SM700 Mountain Bike. Like new
condition Al Shamano components $490 or
besl Offer Jon 354-2982
For Sale Hero. CromoryAlummum MOUNTAIN BIKE Only two months old' Loaded1
Comes with digital odometer. U-lock and water
bottle
Asking $475 00
Call Mike al
354 8444
Graduating' Need to sell my desk ft dresser.
$90 lakes bolh away Cal Neil. 352 1569

Please help! I need you to sublease for Spring
92 1 month FREE renl, Iree cable Cal now'
354 8880
^utJaaaiin 1 bdrm ft 2 brm house Quiet neighborhood, ressonable rent Ask for Lisa
352-6756

Sublease 1 bdrm apartment-Oec 22 or Jan 1
Two weeks rent FREE' $365 plus electric, very
targe rooms Cal 353-1805
Subleaser needed for Spring
race $135'month 352-3275

RotK «*« r

Two bedroom api. Very close to campus.
Available lor Spring '92. Excellent condition.
Terms negotiable. Call 354-3295.
Very reasonable, newly furnished efficiency
Close to campus Cal 362-7387 after 8 p.m.

Loft lits Mac dorm rooms 2 beds up: room lor
couch below
University approved
Call
354 0804

VILLAGE OREEN APARTMENTS
Now leasing. Summer ft Fall 92 93 leases
Spring leases for 1 ft 2 bedroom lurnished ft unfurnished Resident manager ft maintenance
Call $54-3533.

Marcy Home Gym
Does everything*
$3000 bo 1 874 8521

Wanted One lemale roommate lo sublease for
Spring 92 525 E Merry CaU 352-5208

FAMOUS LAST WORDS
FROM FRIENDS TO FRIENDS.

"Did you have too much to drink?"
"I'm perfectly fine."

could*'* t«liC«e
*\» tk« Afferent
fklft)S tkev k*4-

RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW
5 and 7 HICHTS

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
5 AND 7 NIGHTS

STEAMBOAT

7. 5 AND 7 NIGHTS

got r decided -f*
■h-f SMwe-tKi*.*,
d\-,ff«»t*t-

x v*ftde % !;♦%»•
Vit of •t»tytkl»»»i
jw+ like •♦ -rk*
VT«^f«l«+ *ff«t.

PANAMA CITY BEACH

9«»d because x
didn't w«j»e +••
w»i differs**
tMwjt<

Wmtnrop Ter-

JVC camcorder VHS-C formal with wide and
tele lenses, light, carrying case, and much
more $500 or best otter And it's tapes play in
your VCR

"You've had too much to drink,
let me drive."
"Nobody drives my car but me"

DAYTONA BEACH

T>4«y wk«» £
•,,*• up I j-t«rte«
^ p.ur *»Tiel-f«
,„MI of etreeJ"

^^

Houses ft Apartments
Close lo Campus
For Summer 1992 ft 1 992-93 school year
1 267-3341

"Are you OK to drive?"
"What's a few beers?"

-by Jim

tiling Y«» ceuU

Red Ovatton etec guitar Les Paul style New
with herd case, strap and strap locks $325 or
best offer 352 5934

People needed to sublease lor Spring Nice
piece, cool roommates, rent Is cheap. Call
352 7500 or 354-847* A.S.A.P. for more detail^

Needed 1 or 2 female subleasers lor Spring
Semester • own bedroom Fuly furnished
apartment Free health club Cheap rent
$150'mo lor I person or $112 50 lor 2 Cal
Am* or Kerla at 354 0404

bre«»k-f*»tt k*ffe*

3526865

THE PLAIN DEALER IS 8ACKI
AVAILABLE AT LOCAL BUSINESSES
TELL A FRIEND

Need one female to sublease apt m Haven
House lor Spring $150'mo . lurnished. close
to campus 353-161 5 ask tor Kely

T»»«; W*J frvi-H,

One male wanted to sublease for Spring Fust
month rent Iree Close lo campus Cal Bryan at

MUST SELL Trip to Monbgo Bay Jamaica for 2
people Good for 1 year Includes Iree airfare
and 50 % oh* resort hotels $500 Cal Dave
372-3145

University approved suspeneded toft, fireproofed $100 Stereo - dual tape deck,
receiver and turntable
$45 Cal Lewis

Need 1 or 2 persons to sublease house 2
blocks from campus Own room First month's
rent FREE Only $ 162 50'rnonth plus uttfmes
Call Daryl at 352- 7206

1+ *«S «t- n
vest«vr«n+ +MT
foi «» *tl~y«i*
c«M-e*t ffec;*J-

352-4594 anylme
One bedroom apartment for sublease m Spring
1 or 2 people, dose to campus Call
3544942

Must sell1 Florida and Bahamas vacation for 2
Muslbe21 Great price'Cal Anna 364-6475

Overlooks Main Street
Sublease - modem. 1 bedroom apartment
Central air/heat On 4 comers, close to everything Very Wee $335/mo Cal 364-7039

Male roommate needed 92 Spring semester
Free heat and HBO Call Andy at 352-4303

Jim's Journal -

Needed Subleaser lor Spring semester Great
apt close to campus Great roommates Cal

7 NIGHTS

FORT LAUDERDALE
7 NIGHTS

HILTON HEAD ISLAND
5 AND 1 HICHTS

MUSTANG ISLAND I
PORT ARANSAS
5 AND 7 NIGHTS

nth annual
cclcbratlonl
TOIL FREE INFORMATION t RESERVATIONS

1800 321-5911

"Are you OK to drive?'
Who"-" few beers?"

